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INTEGRATED RESCUE ON THE« AIGUILLE DU MIDI » CABLEWAY - 
CHAMONIX - FRANCE - H. PETIT1 
 
 
Introduction to the« Aiguille du Midi » cableway (second section) 
 
Aiguille du Midi is one of the peaks overlooking the Chamonix valley, very near Mont 
Blanc. Its highest point reaches 3850 metres. As soon as 1955, Count Lora Totino 
chose this privileged location as the arriving point of his aerial cableway project, and 
gave the common run of people an opportunity to discover the high mountain world. 
Opened in 1958, it was immediately a great success, and now, every year, about 
500,000 persons discover a unique panorama, thrill in front of towering peaks covered 
with snow, and follow by binoculars the alpinist ascents. Actually, the Aiguille du Midi 
cableway follows one part of one of the two most used routes up Mont Blanc, avoiding 
thus a rather long approach route. A most interesting possibility for our compatriots in 
those « speedy days ».  
 
The cableway is composed of two sections. 
The first one - Chamonix (1200m) / Plan de l’aiguille (2100m) - leads to the foot of the 
massif of Mont Blanc peaks. 
The second one - Plan de l’Aiguille (2350m) / Aiguille du Midi (3850m) - which is the 
subject of this paper, shows exceptional characteristics : 
 
- only one track rope crossing about 3000m in a single span, and consequently 
  no staple supporting the haul rope 
- about 1500m of change in altitude  
- a inclination of rope at the arrival of about 110% 
- about 400m height above ground at mid-span 
- a single haul rope 
 
From the beginning, in 1955, these exceptional characteristics led the designers to 
conceive a « very special » rescue cableway. A rescue car for ten persons was firmly 
attached with a bolted clamp to a haul rope permanently overtight over the cableway. 
For about thirty years, running this cable posed important problems because of the 
extreme climatic conditions which may occur in high mountain. Moreover, within the 
context of my controlling mission, as I personally simulated in life size the rescue of 
passengers from a gondola stuck in mid-span, I can assert that to force persons to 
leave a gondola for a nearly one hour trip in a rescue car, would probably need a lot of 
persuasion. 
That is the reason why, in 1989, when the STMB decided to rebuild the two sections of 
the cableway, its general manager, Mr. J.C. OLRY imposed on the constructers a 
priority concerning the project specifications, that is to say find a solution more reliable 
and safer than the classic rescue cableway conforming to regulations. 
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The consulting firm DCSa, represented by its foundator and managing director of that 
time, the very well known Mr. Denis CREISSELS, imagined the innovative solution 
allowing to come up to the expectations of both the STMB and the French Ministry of 
Transport. This solution is now known as the « integrated rescue », and at present, two 
cableways using this concept operate in France and it is probably the case for others 
throughout the world. 
 
 
The integrated rescue concept 
 
As all national safety regulations for transportation by rope, the French regulations 
impose that any failure of an aerial ropeway in operation, bringing the carriers to a 
complete standstill, be compensated by a procedure of passengers rescue allowing 
those to be safe in a relatively short time (less than three hours).  
 
Until the end of the eighties, the aerial ropeway constructors kept on suggesting to 
equip the installations with more or less sophisticated rescue ropeways, when the 
vertical rescue of passengers was not possible. 
 
The originality of Mr. D. CREISSELS’ proposal lies in his conception of an aerial 
ropeway for passengers allowing to bring back the carriers to the station at any time, 
that is to say, to do without a rescue ropeway. 
 
This « philosophy » which seems new, is in fact quite in line with what D. CREISSELS 
thought as soon as the end of the seventies, when he invented the concept of an aerial 
ropeway without any carrier truck brake. 
 
This two main innovations are born from the same idea. Why should we deal with the 
consequences when it is easier and more efficient to deal with the causes ? A very 
simple idea, like all brilliant ideas, which led : 
 
- to do without carrier truck brake : let us suppress the different causes of a haul rope 
breaking rather than elaborate a system overcoming the consequences of this breaking. 
 
- to do without rescue ropeway : let us suppress the different causes of immobilization 
of carriers when the installation is in operation, rather than elaborate a system 
overcoming the consequences of this immobilization.  
 
The concept thus expressed, it was not for all that easy to turn it into a technological 
reality. To be convinced by the possibility to realize such a concept is one thing, another 
thing is to convince of this possibility the decision makers and the partners concerned, 
one of the first among them being the administration which guarantees the users safety.  
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From the very beginning, Mr. D CREISSELS asked the representatives of the 
Controlling Services of the French Ministry of Transport to join him in his project and 
enrich it as much as possible with different experiences and contradictions. As we shall 
see later, all the partners concerned, joined with him in no time. 
 
From then on, Mr. D. CREISSELS asked the French Ministry of Transport to go against 
the ropeway regulation, and the Aerial Ropeway French Committee in charge of the 
question set up a working group, just as it did for the study of the bicable aerial ropeway 
with only one secured monohauling rope loop,.under the STRM responsibility. This 
working group was to carry out a study on aerial ropeway safety in order to describe all 
the possible failure scenarios which might stop the gondolas from returning to the 
station. 
 
 
Method of safety study development 
 
The working group was composed of about ten persons representing : 
- The controlling services of passenger ropeways : working for one of them I personally 
participated to this group work, 
- D.CREISSELS Sa study, 
- the employer, 
as well as rope, construction and calculation experts of the Aerial Ropeway Committee. 
 
The study concerned a jig-back bicable aerial ropeway with only one secured 
monohauling rope loop without any tower. The different phases of the study were the 
following : 
 
1 - definition of the essential functions of a jig-back bicable aerial ropeway and of the 
systems allowing to fulfill them ; 
 
2 - make an inventory of the failures inherent to the systems leading to carrier 
immobilization when the installation is in operation ; 
 
3 - make an inventory of those failure causes ; 
 
4 - study of the preventing and correcting measures allowing to avoid or overcome 
those failures and to bring back carriers to the station. 
 
The different functions identified were the following : 
- bearing of carrier, 
- connection haul rope / carrier, 
- carrier guiding, 
- connection guiding / carrier, 
- carrier haulage (driving), 
- guiding of carrier tensile stress 
- transmission of tensile stress from drive assembly to carrier. 
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The table below represents an abstract of the safety study concerning « track rope / 
carrier connection ». 
 
Function : track rope / carrier connection 
 

SET SET FAILURE 
 

ELEMENT ELEMENT 
FAILURE 

PREVENTING 
AND 

CORRECTING 
MEASURES 

TRACK ROPE / 
CARRIER TRUCK 

CONNECTION 

complete 
derailment (with no 
possibility to reset 
the rope) 

track rope 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
carrier truck 

85 - wires sticking 
out because of 
break 
 
 
 
 
86 - ice coating 
 
 
87 - jerk of track 
rope 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
88 - jerk of haul 
rope 
 
89 - blocked 
buffers, etc. 
 

- periodic 
magnetographic 
control of haul 
ropes 
- procedure when 
passing wire knot 
 
- defrosting before 
operation 
 
AMDE(1) carrier 
truck and hanger - 
a complete 
derailment (with no 
possibility to reset 
the rope) cannot 
happen because 
the hanger is a 
complete structure 
including the track 
rope. 
 
AMDE(1) carrier 
truck and hanger  
 
AMDE(1) carrier 
truck and hanger 

CARRIER TRUCK 
/ HANGER 
CONNECTION 

hanger axle break axle 98 - fatigue 
 
 
 
 
99 - exceptionnal 
forces, etc. 

M4(2) measures 
and AMDE of 
carrier truck / 
hanger connection 
 
M5(2) measures 
and AMDE of the 
carrier truck / 
hanger connection 

 
(1) AMDE : Analysis of failure Modes and their Effects 
(2) M4 or M5 Measures : series of coherent measures developed in a document and corresponding to 
several identified scenarios. 
 
 
On the whole, 424 failure scenarios were identified, and for each of them, the 
constructor gave an answer considered satisfying by the French Ministry of Transport  
which guarantees the passenger safety. 
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The main constructive measures of the integrated rescue concept and 
some examples of application 
 
A first analysis of the main causes of carrier immobilization led, through experience, to 
choose some orientations. Two important groups of causes emerged : 
 
A - the immobilization of the carrier itself while in operation ; 
B - the immobilization of the haul rope hauling the carrier 
 
A - Two possible scenarios for the carrier immobilization : 

A1 - Immobilization on a fixed element of the line (tower) or because of several 
wires sticking out from the track rope. 
A2 - Immobilization on the track rope due to the carrier truck dysfonction 
(derailment, mechanical breaking, etc...). 
 
From the beginning of the investigation, the existence of a tower (a fortiori several 
ones) made it extremely complicated, as the « tower system » had to be integrated 
in the analysis. The Aiguille du Midi cableway had no tower, which made it 
obviously all the more easy. 
 
Point A2, a priori, did not pose any insurmountable problem. The absence of 
carrier truck simplified the study of that scenario. 

 
B - Two possible reasons for the immobilization of the haul rope hauling the carrier: 
 

B1 - Immobilization of the haul rope itself ; 
B2 - Immobilization of one element of the haul rope driving chain. 
 
Point B1 is to be considered with regard to the concept of bicable aerial ropeway 
with « only one secured monohauling rope loop ». This concept, developed in 
France at the beginning of the eighties, is based on the assumption that it is 
possible to conceive and realize a bicable aerial ropeway with a single haul rope, 
the breaking of which is most improbable under operating conditions easy to 
forsee.The theory of this concept has been developed in agreement with all the 
professionals under the responsibility of the French administration controlling 
aerial ropeways. Its feasibility was demonstrated through a study on safety 
examining exhaustively all the possible scenarios inducing a haul rope failure, and 
giving satisfactory answers concerning users safety.  
 
The Aiguille du Midi cableway, as all the ropeways constructed by French 
constructors for the last fifteen years, has been conceived and developed on the 
basis of this concept. That is why, a priori, point B1 did not present any particular 
difficulty. 
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Point B2 too, seemed relatively easy to deal with : at worst, to solve the problem, a 
second independent machinery could overcome any fault in the main machinery. 
The measures concerning the haul rope transfer from the main kinematic chain to 
an emergency kinematic chain, were the only innovations. 
 

 
 

 

Carrier truch in normal position

position after loss of a roller

Emergency roller 

 
 
 
 

The set of selected constructive measures were bed tested or tested on the installation 
several times. For instance, compatibility between the haul rope and its deflection 
resulting from the arrangement of small rollers was bed tested to verify the fatigue limit 
strength of rope and rollers during at least 5 times the maximum time necessary in 
reality, with a speed of 1,50m for a real speed on the site of 0,80m/s. 
 
 
Conclusion 
 
The Aiguille du Midi cableway has been operating, all the year round (1800h in 
operation on the average), for nearly ten years. Every year, on the occasion of the 
annual inspection, the haul rope is worked, in integrated rescue conditions, at each of 
the terminals in the presence of representatives of the French Ministry of Transport 
controlling services, and the carriers are actually hauled over 300 or 400m in real 
rescue conditions. An operation which allows to verify that the constructive measures 
and the procedures of this integrated rescue concept - a real challenge in itself - are still 
valid today, and that passengers are brought back safely to the station whatever the 
conditions. 
 
Of course, this concept - applied in France to two bicable aerial ropeways with only one 
secured monohauling rope loop - has not really been validated yet through experience. 
But as far as I am concerned, I am convinced that this is the best possible solution for 
users if the ropeway characteristics (no tower) allow it.  
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Actually, as far as we know, an exhaustive safety study has been carried out for the first 
time on the rescue problems, with a direct effect on the conception of the installation. 
 
I am pretty sure that with time, this clever concept Denis CREISSELS invented, will be 
studied and finalized by the experts in the profession, and that it will finally compel 
recognition beyond French borders. 
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ANNEX 1 
 
THE AIGUILLE DU MIDI CABLEWAY- CHAMONIX - FRANCE 
 
DIAGRAM OF THE LOWER DRIVE TERMINAL  
 
Circulation and tensioning principles of the haul rope in normal operating conditions. 
 
 

POULIE P0 de tension et 
motrice de secours 

si nécessaire

Bolted clamp  taking up
 tension and allowing 

the haul rope to move from
sheave to rollers

POULIE P0 de tension 
et motrice de secours 

si nécessaire

1st brake 2nd brake

3rd reserve brake used in place
of 1st brake and 2nd brake

adjustment stroke
 of about 6 m

 hydraulic
emergency drive

 P1 drive sheave
 P2 drive sheave

P0 tension sheave
and drive emergency

sheave vhen nécessary

Lorry used to adjust the haul rope
 tensioning with a hydraulic jack 

Haule rope deflection rollers 
in case of sheave blocking

Rotative sheave
 retaining device in case

 of axle break with
 stopping function
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ANNEX 2 
 
THE AIGUILLE DU MIDI CABLEWAY- CHAMONIX - FRANCE 
 
DIAGRAM OF THE UPPER RETURN TERMINAL  
 
 
Haul rope circulation principles in normal operating conditions. 
 
 

Bolted clamps  taking up
 tension and allowing 

to operate the  haul rope

return sheave 2Return sheave 1

Jack of the emergency 
support saddle with rollers

emergency support
saddle with rollers 

Rotative sheave
 retaining device in case

 of axle break with
 stopping function
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ANNEX 3 
 
THE AIGUILLE DU MIDI CABLEWAY- CHAMONIX - FRANCE 
 
DIAGRAM OF THE HAUL ROPE OPERATION IN THE UPPER TERMINAL WHEN A 
RETURN SHEAVE IS BLOCKED  
 
 

The support saddle 
with rollers

goes up again
 

The support saddle with
rollers presses on the haul
 rope to increase its length

clamping of the bolted
clamps taking up the

haul rope tension

Releasing of one part of the haul
rope when the support saddle

with rollers move up.

Blocked 
sheave

The haul rope is set
on the deflection rollers

PHASE 1 PHASE 2

PHASE 3 PHASE4

Restarting of the
cableway at 

reduced speed

PHASE 7 PHASE 8

The haul rope takes 
up tension

PHASE 5 PHASE 6 Unclamping of the
bolted clamps

taking up tension
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ANNEX 4 
 
THE AIGUILLE DU MIDI CABLEWAY- CHAMONIX - FRANCE 
 
DIAGRAM OF THE HAUL ROPE OPERATION IN THE LOWER DRIVE TERMINAL 
WHEN A DRIVE SHEAVE IS BLOCKED  
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Poulie
bloquée

PHASE 2 - releasing of one part 
of the haul rope when the tension 

sheave moves down

PHASE 3 - The haul rope is 
set on the deflection rollers 

PHASE 4 - Haul rope 
tensioning in operating

the  tension sheave 

PHASE 5 - Unclamping of
the bolted clamps taking up

the haul rope tension

PHASE 6 -  Restarting of the
cableway at reduced speed.

PHASE 1 - Clamping of the bolted
clamps taking up the

haul rope tension
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